
PREPPING: PLANNING TO TEACH A
COLLEGE CLASS

Consider how an ordinary day is put together. . . . whether it is
crowded or empty, novel or routine, uniform or varied, your day has a
structure of its own-it fits into the texture of vour life. And as vou
think what your day will hold, you construct a plan ro meer it. !7hat
you expect to happen foreshadows what you expect ro do.

-George 
A. Miller, Eugene Galanter, and Karl H. Pribram

Plans anA the Stucture of Behauior (1960, p. 5)

Preparation to teach psychology begins many montl;s before thnt firtt doy
of clnss. This pkmning must take into account not only the rufiure of the clnss
to be taught md the kinds of students who nke it but also the purposes of the
class itself . AII who tearh must, before they walk to the clnssroom's dais on the

fust dny of the term, idenufy and prioritiTe the goals rhey wiII ettewt to rearh,
incluling their broad objectiues and their more narrow specific aims. They must
also decide how they will teach by selecting the techniques theJ will use to help
their stufunts rearh their leorning goals. They must pkm discttssions, write lec.
tures , select readings and" texts , design assess ments , and sequence the topics they
hope to coqter. This pkmning comes to an end on the first doy of clcss when these
plnts, and the sylktbus that denils them, are shored with students.

The nightmare always b"gi; ,; ,;r"" way. I stand at the lectern in
a teaching auditorium I have never seen before. Countless students pack
the vast room, sitring in hundred-seat rows that stretch back into the
room's dark, distant recesses. I lean forward, clear my voice in the micro-
phone, and the studenm fall silent as I begin to welcome rhem to this, the
first day of class. But before I am halfway through my first senrence, I realize
that I have inexplicably forgomen to prepare any remarks. with no nores
on the podium that provide an eloquent overview of the course's purposes
and procedures, I decide to skip the oration and just review the syllabus.

Office
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My confusion becomes panic when the empty desk by my side tells me

that, despite an unbroken record of 25 years of dutifully meeting each first
class with a carefully prepared syllabus, I forgot to make one up for this

class. So I take a deep breath and steel myself to the task of bluffing my

way through 30 minutes reviewing course goals and procedures until the
awful truth becomes apparent to me: I have no idea what course I am

supposed to be teaching.
The nightmare's lesson: Prepare. lndeed, psychologists' teaching'

related thoughts often revolve around "prepping": I haven't finished prep'
ping that class yet. Is that course a new prep for youl I cannot go to that
colloquium-I have to prep for a class. How many preps do you have this
semester? I need to have a few minutes of quiet so I can prep. Apparently
professors are so busy preparing that they do not even have time to say

the whole word.
Teaching psychologists' near obsession with preparation reflects the

thoughtful nature of teaching. As Woodworth (1958) explained some time
ago, most complex actions are organized in two stages: the preparatory stage

and the consummatory, or behavioral, stage. During the preparation stage,

people create the organization for their actions: They identifu their objec'

tives, set their goals, develop strategies, make plans, and select their tactics.

All this planning, as Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960) explained, pro-

vides the blueprint for specifying "the order in which a sequence of oper-

ations is to be performed" (p. 16) and in doing so, s[mctures actions effec-

tively. Armed with a plan, individuals no longer react to situations; rather,

they proactively control situations so that their expectations are affirmed.

Miller and his colleagues (1960) pointed out that "any Plan compli-
cated enough to be interesting will include steps that are executed for no

other reason than to pave the way for what we really want to do" (p' 159).

For teaching, these steps include setting the goals for a class-the broad,

general outcomes as well as the more specific outcomes that are more easily

documented when the term comes to an end. Planning also involves iden-

tifying the paths to follow in reaching those goals. Will you lecture or lead

discussions? Will you give tests and of what type? Will you use a textbook
or a collection of readingsl What topics will you cover and in what order?

Will you assign papers and projects? These sorts of questions must be con-

sidered before class even meets, making preparation the first step on any
joumey into teaching.

GOALS TO SEEK

A professor's course planning includes the formulation of general goals

for the class-for example, to instill knowledge, create critical thinkers'
hone research skills, transform students into scholars-as well as the spec'
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ification of specific, content-based goals such as to "teach students that
correlations do not imply causality," "help students leam to respond in
positive ways to people who are different from them," "encourage an ar-
titude of healthy skepricism," and "wrire all research papers in APA style
with ragged right-hand margins." This planning helps professors cukivate
and maintain a thoughtful, coherenr approach to their teaching. Like a
corporation's mission statement, a set of strategies gives purpose to the
small day-to-day actions that, although insignificant in isolation, sum ro
create an overall approach to teaching. Such an inclusive perspective pro-
vides an antidote for the relentless drift toward meaninglessness rhat can
overtake action. The original purpose of an act can change over time until
its original purpose is replaced by some new, and less coherent, understand-
ing (Vallacher & !7egner, 1987). The professor, reading over marerial that
must be covered in tomorrow's lecture, may forget she is "prepping a class"
and instead think she is "just reading." The professor who stops on the
street to answer a student's question may think he is wasting time when,
in fact, he is teaching. If people enter a situation without a conceptuali-
zation of action in mind, their actions are easy targets for reinterpretation.
Before they know it, they become test givers, attendance takers, experts,
disciplinarians, or speakers, but nor what they intended to be: teaching
psychologists.

Goals also sit atop a pile of factors that psychologists have identified
in their studies of motivation and performance. People working at jobs
ranging from hauling logs to generating creative ideas to proofreading were
found to be unproductive if their goals were vague or absent but productive
if they were laboring ro atrain clearly established goals (Austin & Van-
couver, 1996). Studenm tend to be more interested in course materials and
their performance improves when they can identify the goals they are seek-
ing (Elliot, 1999; Husman & Lens, 1999).Individuals experiencing inter-
personal and psychological difficulties cope more effectively when they can
identifu the goals they hope to achieve and the paths they can take to
reach these goals (Snyder, Cheavens, & Sympson, 1992). These findings
suggest that students and their professors will perform better if they know
what goals they are seeking and whether those goals are important to them
(Kleinbeck, Quast, & Schwarz, 1989). This chapter therefore revrews sev-
eral models of goals in higher educarion and includes ones that vary in
terms of specificity; some focus on the specific contenr to be examined in
the course, whereas others include a wider range of outcomes when snec-
ifuing the purposes of college teaching.

Bloom's Thxonomy: Global Cognitive Outcomes

In the late 1940s Bloom and other educational psychologists began
formulating a classification of "the goals of the educational process"
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(Bloom, Englehart, Furst' Hill, & Krathwohl' 1956)' Bloom and his col-

i";"", d"u"iop"d raxonomies in three domains: affective (emotions, atti'

tudes, appreciations, values, feelings); psychomotor (physical skills such as

coordination, arhleticism, dance, body u*"t".tess); and cognitive (thinking'

reasoning, evaluating). However, his hierarchical model of the cognitive

domain is what ,o fr"q.,","ly guides educators' attempts to identify the

.ri,i."t goals they seek in the-classroom. The cognitive taxonomy's six

levels range fro* to-io high in terms of cognitive_cotnpl:*{y' from simple

recall or recognition of facis to evaluation (see Table 1.1). Bloom's model,

despite advances in our understanding of the actual relationships among

."g"tr*. skills and domains (e.g., Anderson & Sosniak, 1994), offers a

r.,r"f.tl *"y of categorizing learning goals'

Knowledge

Many college classes focus on transmitting basic info.rmation about

the disciplin"', fu.tr, .o.,."pt', theories, researchers' and theorists to the

,r.d"rrr. kno*ledge, as the lowest level of learning, involves only the abil'

iin ,. ,"."ff th" il-rforrn"tion and not the use of the information to solve

probl"rr$ or the lnt"gr"tio,, of information with other knowledge' When

TABLE 1.1

Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objeciives (Bloom et al'' 1956)

Level of learning goal Sample learning objective

Knowledge: remembering factual in-

formation, such as names, dates,
List the six levels described bY

Bloom's taxonomY, in order from
least to most complex

Generate five verbs that describe the
learning outcomes associated with
each oi the six stages of Bloom's
taxonomY

Give an ex-ample of a test question 
..

that measures learning at the appli-
cation level of Bloom's taxonomY

Compare and contrast Bloom's taxon-
omv and Anderson's revised model
of lbarning goals (Anderson &

Sosniak, 1994)
Use recent findings in the field of

coqnitive science to update and re-

fin6 gloom's original taxonomY of
educational objectives

Critique Bloom's taxonomy in terms
of ine fey characteristics of a good

theory (p-arsimony, disconf irmability'
coneience, consistency with empiri-
cal findings)

studies, concepts, theories, and re-

searchers
Comprehension: understanding the

meaning of an idea, concept, the-
ory, or proceoure

Application: describing the specific,
'concrete implications of a concept
or idea in a new context or situa-
tion

Analysis: identifying the elements of a
comPlex concept and identifYing
the ihterrelationships among these
elements

Svnthesis: integrating concepts and
information to yield new insights or
structures

Evaluation: gauging the value, quality'

usefulness, and worth a concept'
theory, set of works, and so on
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professors explain that the first laboratory in psychology was founded in

1879, that many theori"' f:rttl"u" fiue di-"n'ions form the bedrock for

individual differences i" *".""ftty, and that Rt indexes the percentage of

variance accoun[ed for in a multiple regression' they are stressing knowl'

edge. When professors hu"d ou' stt'dy 
'h"ets 

before the first exam that list

kevterms,du,"r,rr.,aio,-'h"o'i"''andtheorists'theyarestressingthegoal
of increased knowledge'

ComPrehension

Whereas knowledge goals can be atained through memorization'

comprehension requires *oi" than just recall of data from memory' When

srudents comprehend; ;;;;r o, i,l"",.they grasp its basic meaning and

interpretatiorr. l.rrr"uJ .,i itti naming th" ihi"" puttt of personality de'

scribed by Freud, ,r,rd""t' who understancl the tripartite theory of person-

;ii;; ;; describe th. bu'lt nature of each component' the dynamic inter-

connections among ,i"t;;t*pt"ents' and. the implications-of strengths and

weaknesses of each;;;;;io' ou""ll psvchological adjustment' When

students ."r, int"rp"t-t'hu"' and graphs' translate text material into sym-

bolic forms such as ;;;;i""t o' p'"iittions' defend the methods used in

a particular ,rrav, t, ii''ft" nA"t i" th" logic of a theory' then they dem-

"ri".^t" 
comprehension rather than knowledge'

APPLication

When professors require their-students to 
"se 

the course's theories and

concepts-to solve 
-pt^t'it"f 

-problems' 
to identify avenues for future re-

search, to explain .'i"*pttt"dfindings' and so on-they are stressing ap-

plicationsoversimpleknowledgeorcomprehension'Applicationquestions
are parricularry i-p;;;;r in pJychorogy, for psychorogy's applied fields are

oftengroundedin.h",h"o,",icalsubstrate,of,',o,"basicareasofknowl.
ec1ge. Application questions also require more creativiry from students' for

they must -ou" r,Ji-t 
";h;- 

;;"t"ntual and general lo 'h: 
concrete and

,o"lrn.. ii""rr"g ,n" ""*"s 
of the eight smges of Erikson's rheory of psy-

chosocial developmenr may be sufficient forlhem to demonstrate knowl-

edge, but ,o a"*o."i'"* "ppl""tion 
they need to use this information in

some way-r"y, b;;;ttfttltt tt"l therapeutic interventions should be

,r.*,.r."i for individuals at each of the eight stages'

Anafusis _ 1

when students analyze concepts' ideas, issues' or phenomena' tney

must break them down into their component parts while recognizing the

inrerconnections aiong ihor" parm. Such analysis, according to Bloom'

requires u., urrd"r,t""aiig of th" 't"'tt"'e 
of knowledge' in addition to an

rtia"tt*"a,ng of the to"l'""' of the knowledge' The classic essay questlon
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that begins "compare and contrast" is an analysis question, for it asks the
learner to take at least two concepts, break the concepts down into their
basic elements, and then compare these elements with one another to
determine areas of similaritv and difference.

Synthesls

Professors who hope that students grasp the larger significance of the
material presented-the field's outlook-are pushing for synthesis: the
ability to put parts together ro form a new whole. one of the most tradi-
tional ways to facilitate the artainment of this goal is to require srudents
develop a paper or project that integrates material from various segmenrs
of the course. Theses and dissertations in psychology represenr the epitome
of synthesis, for students must integrate vast amounts of theory and prior
evidence in a coherent, organized framework.

Eualtrntion

Bloom, anticipating work dealing with personal commirment ro in-
terpretations of complex ideas (e.g., Perry, 1970), argued rhar one of rhe
most advanced forms of learning involves the capacity to judge the value
of course material. Bloom was careful to note, however, that he was con-
cerned with evaluations that are based on established criteria, rather than
personal likes and dislikes. The student who answers the question, "'whar
is your evaluation of skinner's theory of behaviorism?" with "l don't like
it much," is not demonstrating a sophisticated level of educational attain-
ment. Ratheq the theory must be evaluated by arguments that support the
position taken, as well as by arguments that refute alternative rnrerprera-
tions. Bloom placed such learning outcomes at the top of the cognitive
hierarchy because they require elements from each of the other caregorres
and they demonstrate personal commitment to a viewpoint.

Angelo and Cross's Model of Teaching Goals

Angelo and Cross (1993) surveyed a range of diverse resources as they
developed their model of basic teaching goals in higher educarion, includ-
ing Bayer's (1975) national survey of instrucrional goals, Bowen's (1977)
classification of the basic individual and social values associated with
higher education, Bloom er al.'s (1956) raxonomy of educational ourcomes,
and a number of earlier studies of college ourcomes (e.g., Astin, 1977 , 1993;
Chickering, 1969; Feldman & Newcomb, 1969). They noted that these
sources, despite their varying emphases, repeatedly sffessed a common core
of ourcomes that included hlgher order thinking skills, basic academic suc-
cess skills, discipline-specific knowledge and skills, liberal arts and academic
values, work and career preparation, and personal development.
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Angelo and Cross (1993) developed a series of items ro assess a pro-
fessor's emphasis on these types of educational outcomes, and they admin-
istered their inventory ro faculty at Z-year and 4-year colleges. They then
used cluster and item analysis to fine-tune the inventory and to confirm
the clusters of outcomes rhar they had identified in their review of the
literature. They then developed the Gaching Goals Inventory (TGI) to
measure the six clusters of ourcomes summarized in Thble 1.2. Respondents
complete the TGI by rating the importance of each goal on a scale from
"essential" to "unimportant."

Angelo and cross (1993) surveyed more rhan 2,000 professors ar com-
munity colleges and 4-year colleges to determine which goals were consid-
ered "essential." The professors in their study emphasized higher order
thlnking skills, with discipline-specific knowledge coming in a close second.
These professors also rated personal development and work-career prepa-
ration as collateral goals, with liberal arts and basic academic skills receiv-
ing relatively fewer endorsements as essential. A few more of the professors
in 4-year schools rated goals pertaining to increased appreciation of the
liberal arts as more essential than did professors at community colleges,
who tended to stress personal development, work and career preparation,
and the development of basic skills. They also found that the majority of
these professors generally agreed in their ratings of the specific goals that

TABLE 1.2
Angelo and Cross's (1993) Six-Factor Model of Teaching Goals

Description

Higher order thinking skills

Basic academic success skills

Discipline-specif ic knowledge
and skills

Liberal arts and academic
values

Work and career preparation

Personal development

Analyzing and synthesizing information; ra-
tionality; identifying solutions to new prob-
lems; creativity; critical thinking

lmproving concentration, memory; listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and math skills;
development of study skills

Knowledge of terms, facts, concepts, per-
spective, values, methods, and theories
specific to the subject; preparation for ad-
vanced study; ability to use tools and
technologies

Appreciation of the arts, humanities, and sci-
ences; development of a historical per-
spective; recognition of role of science
and arts in society; multiculturalism; ethics

Ability to work with others; development of
management and leadership skills; com-
mitment to personal achievement and
skilled pedormance

Development of a sense of self-worth and
personal responsibility; respect for others;
commitment to honesty; capacity to make
wise decisions
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are the ieast and mosr essential ro teach. The three top goals, all rated by
more than 50% of both community college professors and 4-year college
professors as "essential," were "develop abihty to apply principles and gen-
eralizations already learned to new problems and situations," "learn terms
and facts of this subject," and "develop capacity to think for oneself." The
Ieast important goals, rated as essential by fewer than 1o% of the facultv,
were "develop a commitment to exercise the rights and responsibilities of
citizenship" and "cultivate physical health and well-being" (Angelo &
Cross, 1993, pp. 399-406).

What were psychologists' top three goals? Angelo and Cross did not
single out psychologists in their analyses, but they did differentiare between
sclcial scientists and professors in other disciplines such as the natural sci-
ences, business, arts, and so on. This analysis indicated that social scientists'
ratings matched the overall ratings reported by the professorare. Angelo
and cross (1993, pp. 20-21) discovered that5To/o of professors in the social
sciences they surveyed rated "develop ability to apply principles and gen-
eralizations already learned to new problems and situations" as an essential
goal. The second and third highest rated goals were "learn to understand
perspectives and values of this subjecr" (52Yo) and "develop capaclry ro
think for oneself" (50%). social scientisrs, as a group, tended to be more
varied in their rankings of the various outcomes in comparison to professors
in the arts, humanities, and sciences. More than 75o/o ctf the nrofessors in
the arts, for example, felt that the development r'rf o., ,pp.".i"tion of art
was an essential goal. More than 80% of rhe math professors felt that the
development of problem-solving skills was an essential goal. But only 50-
57o/o of the social science professors agreed in their ratings of the goals just
mentioned, suggesting that social science professors' courses do not con-
verge on a single set of shared outcomes.

Angelo and Cross's (1993) survey also indicated that professors re-
main more concerned with their own discipline's specific forms of knowl-
edge than general academic and scholarly skills such as writing and math-
ematics. For example, even though the "l7riting Across the curriculum"
movement stresses the importance of teaching students to express their
knowledge of their major {ield through writing, mosr professors "srill regard
the improvement of writing as the responsibility of English departments"
(p. 368).

Psychology's Goals

Angelo and Cross's conclusions about professors' goals are generally
consistent with analyses that have focused on psychologists' goals in their
classes. Although psychology's lack of any widely shared paradigm and its
practitioners' penchant for specialization ensures a high level of disagree-
ment about the field's ultimate purposes, the three sets of educational out-
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comes noted in Table 1.3 are those most widely accepted across the {reld
(Kimble, 1984; Levy, Burron, Mickler, & Vigorito, 1999; McGovern, Fu-
rumoto, Halpern, Kimble, & McKeachie, 1991). Many psychologists would
take exception to this list-suggesting critical goals that should be added
or targeting some that should be deleted-but it is generally consistenr
with the spirit of prior reviews of the psychology undergraduate curriculum,
such as the APA Committee on Undergraduate Education's 1991 report
(McGovern et al., 1991), the Quality Principles generated by conferees at
the 1991 National Conference on Enhancing the Quality of Undergraduate
Education in Psychology (McGovern, 1993; McGovern & Reich, 1996),

TABLE 1.3
Three Sets of Goals in Psychology Classes

Goal Subgoals

Knowledge base

Intellectual skills

Practical skills and personal
development

Content: a conceptual framework for learning
significant facts, findings, theories, and is-
sues in psychology

History: knowledge of evolution of psychology's
theories and systems

Methods: understanding of research proce-
dures, measurement, and statistics

Interdisciplinary context: recognition of connec-
tions between psychology and other disci-
plines

Thinking skills: proficiency in critical thinking,
evaluating research methods, thinking scientif-
ically about behavior and mental processes,
basing judgments on psychological theory
and research

Language skills: comprehension of psychologi-
cal texts and scientific reports, skill in speak-
ing and writing

Research and technological skills: ability to
conduct (and critically evaluate) research and
statistical analyses

Information-gathering skills: ability to locate and
synthesize information needed

Applied skills: proficiencies that are useful in
psychology-related jobs and careers (e.9.,
testing, management, counseling)

Self-improvement: improved well-being, happi-
ness, motivation, self-control, stress manage-
ment, creativity, and so on

Interpersonal skills: enhanced capacity to relate
well with, appreciate, and respect other peo-
ple

Interpersonal sensitivity: increased sensitivity to
diversity and individual differences

Ethics: understanding of the role of ethical var-
ues in scientific and personal context
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and Halpern and colleagues' (rgg3) anaryses of ourcomes for psychology
majors.

Knowledge Base

- Most psychologists wourd agree with McGovern et ar. (1991) that"there are significant facts, theories, and issues in psychorogy that a student
needs to know" (p.601). Although the core content.h"r,"g", over tlme asthe discipline changes, the empha*sls on teaching that core ro students doesnot' This agreement, however, does not extend to other questions of con-tenr such as: what t.pics consrirure the.core of psychorogi, bropry.horogy,
Iearning, cognirion,. social psychology, deverod;;"i pr;'.r,ororn person-ality, abnormal psychology,-measur"i,e,-rt/ Should p.od,-;r-;evote signif-icant porrions of the course to the history of the field? should the con-nections between psychology and (a) other sciences and (b) the humanitiesoe coveredr lhe changing nature of the discipline's knowledge base andthe lack of consensus on these issues support a focus on creating a foun-dation 

_for lifelong learning rather than a focus on the accumulation ofisolated facts and findinss.

lntellecunl SkiIIs

students need to know things rike "Theory y pretJicts this wi, hap-pen" or "Such and such experiment supported thi, hypothesis,,, but theyalso need to be capabre of diingpsychology. students need the intelrectualskills required to gener"t" th"oir"r, clo research, communicate ideas andinformation to others, evaruate concrusions statisticalry, and locate the in-formation they need for all these inteilectual p;;nr.-A" Sternberg(1999c) suggesred, psychology's basic conrent "wi1 .hur-rg" greatry over rheyears, bur the tools fo.r thinking critically and creativeriru'o"i psychologywill not" (p. 38). of the 10 specific ourcomes specified in the euarityPrinciples, half focus on intellectual skills, including the abirity to thinkscientifically, critique research findings, communicate effectively, and use
gsvc!-roloqpal theory and research .,"h"n making decisions (M.cou"r', uReich, 1996).

Practical Skills and personal Development

Psychology is both a basic science an! an appried science. Although
its courses ofren srress fundamentals of the field anJ u"ri. -i"li"ctuar skiils,much of psychology's c:nrenr-:an be applietl to oneself, orr"f ,"lurionships,and one's career (Grasha, 199g; euerishi, 19Bg). At the personal lever,studying psychology often helps p"opl" berter understand themselves--and
their problems. courses lik" peironur adjustmenr and stress managemenr
address the goal of self-improrr.,.".rt .*pii.i,ly, but even the most basic ofpsychology courses will yierd ideas that ir",o" p.rrorar imprications. At the
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ualue leuel, the field of psychology openly examines important contempo-
rary issues, including racism, sexism, ethics, social policy, and political val-
ues. A course in psychology teaches not only psychological facts but also
interpersonal sensitivity, respect for diversity, appreciation of individual dif-
ferences, and ethical decision making. And at the practical leo,el, psychology
courses often seek to apply the field's theories, methods, and {indings to
industrial, organizational, educational, ludiciary, and therapeutic contexts.
Courses that deal with interviewing, testing, counseling, and substance
abuse are devoted primarily to practical applications of psychology, as are
community-based courses such as fieldwork placements and service learning
(Levy et al., 1999; McGovern & Reich, 1996).

Prioritizing Goals

Different professors emphasize different goals in their reaching. Pro-
fessor A may do all she can to impart content to her students; when the
term ends she hopes they will be familiar with the basic assumptions of
the field's theories, theorists, and major findings. Professor B may be more
interested in teaching his students the analytical and methodological skills
of the field. He hopes that successful students can "do" things when they
finish the course. Professor C may insist that her students learn to think
critically, and she may let students sharpen these skills by debating con-
troversies. Professor D may want students to apply material in their own
lives. Rather than just read about the topics and methods, D wants his
students to recognize the extent to which their own lives are shaped by
factors discussed in class. Professor E may share the goals of A, B, C, and
D but also wanc students to apply an academic {reld in a practical pursuit,
such as a business enterprise. These professors' approaches, although very
different in their emphases, are nonetheless consistent with a subser of the
goals speci{ied in Thble 1.3. Indeed, the guarantee of academic freedom
ensures that each scholar can pursue his or her own interests and teach
those interests in his or her own way-at least, within the constraints of
the department's curriculum policies (Levy et al., 1999).

Overall, however, apphed goals tend to get less attention in the cur.
riculum, particularly at the undergraduate level. Whereas applied graduate
training programs focus on the development of skills needed in mental
health treatment facilities, community agencies, corporate settings, and so

on, undergraduate courses focus more on psychology's knowledge base and
helping students develop their intellectual skills (Belar & Perry, 1997;MII-
ler & Gentile, 1998). These priorities are not, however, always shared by
students. Students, more so than faculty, expect that their course work will
give them useful, practical skllls that can be applied in a profession-with
a particular emphasis on a mental health setting (Brown, 1980; Malin &
Timmreck, 1979; McGovern & Hawks, 1986). McGovern and Hawks
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(1986) documentec'l rhis dispariry by asking students and faculty to rate the
importance of goals like those summarized in Thble 1.3 on a scale from 1(nor at all important) to z (extrernely important). They found that psy-
chology faculry gave high ratings to ,.,.h outcomes as learning the scientific
principles of behavior, developing skills needed to evaluate"psychological
research, and using statistical methods. students, on the other hand,
stressed more immediatery usefur goals. They gave the highest ratlngs ro
these two goals: "get practical experience" unJ"h.rp o,h.i p"opte.', They
also gave hlgher ratings ro such personar goals as i-p;o;J relationship
skills and skill at modifying their own bei-ravior. when the fac,_,lty and
students rated the importance of 40 courses, they agreed that core coursesIike experimental methods, statistics, hisrory, and iesting are needecl forlearning the scientific side of psychorogy. The faculty's tlr, utro incruded
physiological psychology and rearning, rh"."u, the students, rist incrudecl
abnormal psychology. similarly, when the American psychological Asso-ciation (n.d.) asked graduates from undergraduate programs to identify
those courses that were the most useful ,o th"* in inef, currenr careers,
these respondents named courses with practical content, such as courses inclinical and abnormal psychorogy. M.dorrern and Hawks (1986) suggestedthat this gap between p.oferroir' visions of their gour, ,.,J ,tr.,d".,tr, 

"*-pectations about their courses can be narrowecl thrJugh academic advising
and curriculum revision.

PLANNING THE CLASS

. If the first srep in prepping a class is the identification of goals-the
knowledge base to build, ttLe intellectual skilrs to fosrer, th" p".ro.,ul d"-velopment to actuate-then the second step requires identifying the meansto achieve those ends. Indeed, when Stark, Lowther, Ryu.,'"r-rA C"rrrho.,(1988) asked faculty how they prepare for their .rurr.r, r"* ur them said"l think deep thoughts about my ge.re.al approach to teaching and learn-ing" or "l ask myself 'what qualities shoulJ I build i.rto *f .'r"rrroo,n ,opromote learning?"' Rather, they reported that they spent time reviewing
rhe topics they would be covering ur-td th" materiars th"t th"y wourd needfor the teaching activiries th"y pLn.r"d. They also claimed thut th"y .o.r-
sidered the characteristics of the students who would b" takir-rg the class,
as if to coordinate their planned teaching approaches with the studenrs,
abilities, goals, and needs. pondering arcane questions about goals, long-
term outcomes, and strategies is all well and good, but apparentiy prof"rro^
cannot do it for too 10ng, for they must get ready to t"".h the class.

Professors, like people in generar, differ in their approa.h to *uki.rgtheir plans (Karoly & Ruehlm"an, 1995). some rike to sketch our theirplans in extraordinary detail, raying ou[ each step along the wav to the
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{inal goal. Others, in conrrast, prefer the flexibility of a sketchy plan gr

jusr a set of heuristic orienting principles. People also vary in how willingly
they disclose their plans to others; sotne are "very cagey about announcing

what their Plans are, whereas others feel quite free to describe them tcl

anybody who inquires" (Miller et al., 1960, p. 121). Some, too, prefer t(.r

craft their own plans and will refuse to listen to the advice of others. Others

seek out information about others' plans and ndopt them as their own if
they deem them to be effective. But the complexity of the task facing the

college professor, and the need for a syllabus that accurately describes the

course's elements, increases the need for an explicit plan of action for each

course taught. This plan need not be extensive, but it must at least take

into account the type of course being taught, the characteristics of the

students who are likely to enroll in the class, and the teaching activities

that will be enacted as well as the grading procedures to be implemented.

Consider the Class

When Perlman and McCann (1999b) reviewed the course catalogs

from more than 400 psychology departments in colleges and universities,

they generated a long list of common courses. The introductory course was

universally offered, but abnormal, social, personality, learning, history and

systems, tests and measures, cognitive, statistics, child, physiological,

experimental, industrial/organizational, developmental, methods, adoles'

cence, life span, human sexuality, counseling, biological psychology, ad'

justment, sensation and perception, comparative, special topics, lield ex-

perience, inJepcn.lenr sruJy, anJ research Farricifarion courses appeareJ

in many college catalogs. They also identified a number of laboratory co-

requisites and newer collrses, such as the psychology of women' the psy'

chology of the African American, prevention of social and psychological

problems, the psychology of substance abuse, and so on. These courses may

all be part of the field of psychoktgy, but the unique content, assumptions,

emphases, and complexities of each make unique demands on the psy-

chologists who teach them.

Whnt Does the Course Coverl

Professors who teach a course regularly may not have to review the

topics that they need to cover in their assigned courses for the coming

term, but professors who are doing a new prep or who are teaching the

course again after several years away from it need to refresh their memories

of the course's content. One obvious source to consult for informarion is

the university catalog. These descriptions, in most cases, have been offi.

ciallv sanctioned bV curriculum review committees, but they can also be

out-of-date and inaccurate. Colleagues who have taught the course regu-
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larly are another good source of information about content, and they can
also clarify what the local mores are about veering away from the catalog's
description. Textbooks are another key source of information about con-
tent, if the course is one of the more traditional psychology courses pre-
viously noted. A review of a few good textbooks can tell you far more
about what the course usually covers than a colleague's old syllabus or a
dusty description in your college's catalog.

Do You Haue a Commanding Grasp of the Course's Contents?

Many professors remember their first term teaching with mixed emo-
tions. They were thrilled to have completed their graduate training and
to, at last, be professors. But in many cases they did not feel as though
they were ready to teach it. First, many felt uncertain about teaching be-
cause they were not trained in teachingr per S€ (e.g., Benassi & Fernald,
1993; Meyers & Prieto, 2000). Second, even though they were well trained
in their particular field, their expertise was often narrower in scope than
the courses they would be teaching. Sure, they knew the topic of their
dissertation better than anyone else, but did they know an entire terms'
worth of material in a course that surveys a larger topic in psychology?
Preparation, then, requires a personal review of critical concepts, theory,
and research in the area examined in the course; otherwise, one risks falling
into the "staying one chapter ahead of them" trap.

Fortunately, professors are scholars, and so they are experts when it
comes to building their own understanding of material. Some rules-of-
thumb for this process include:

r Begin with very general (and lower level) treatments of each
topic before moving ro more specific and higher level treat-
ments (Marques, 1999)

r Review several textbooks' analyses of each significant topic
that you will cover to sharpen your understanding of theo-
retical concepts and empirical results

r Supplement this general understanding with more advanced
sources, such as Psychological Bulletin and the Anruuil Rewiew
of Psychology

r use original sources, scholarly monographs, and resources 1o-

cated on the Web to round out the review and resolve any
questions not answered by more general sources.

Chapter 2's analysis of lecture development offers other suggestions to pro-
fessors who must quickly transform themselves from novitiate into expert.

Whnt Is the Leuel of This Course?

Psychology courses range from the introductory overview course that
samples topics from the entire field to graduare seminars for students who
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are working on their dissertations, and skilled professors strive to match
their instructional and assessment strategies to the level of the course.
Course level is often confounded with other influential variables such as

course size, general goals, and student maturity, interest, and skill. A 100-
level course is often a large-enrollment course, in contrast to a senior cap-
stone course or a graduate seminar in some highly refined topic. Lower
level courses are also more content focused than process focused, for in
many cases they are prerequisites for advanced classes that assume students
are familiar with basic content. When seniors sitting in an advanced psy-
chology class raise their hand and ask, "'What's a correlationl" or "What
is the difference between classical and operant conditioningl" or "!Uhat's
an independent variablel" their professor will likely wonder about the qual-
ity of the instruction these students received in the prerequisite courses.
Course level also determines, in large part, the types of students who will
enroll in the course. At many universities, introductory psychology is con-
sidered to be a first-year (i.e., "freshman") course, and so it includes a

relatively high proportion of students who may not yet have developed the
learning skills they need for academic success. Care must therefore be ex-
ercised when setting the course's level of difficulty.

What Is the Size of the Cowse?

Applying Simmel's (1902) taxonomy of groups to classes, a small class
numbers from 4 to 20 members, a moderate class from 20 to 40 members,
and a large class contains more than 40 members. And perhaps we should
add another category, huge, to describe those college classes with 100 or
more students taught in vast lecture halls.

Size, per se, changes many of the structural, pedagogical, and practical
features of a class. Professors who design their courses for small classes of
10 to 20 students will need to make substantial changes when they discover
that 200 have enrolled, just as professors who typically teach mega-sections
will need to adopt new techniques when they teach small classes. For ex-
ample:

r Srlle: As groups increase in size, the need for a task-organizing
leader increases. In consequence, an informal style that works
so well in a small class may fail when applied to a large class,
just as a highly structured, organized approach may be overly
constraining in small classes.

t Interdependence: Very small classes possess many unique char-
acteristics simply because they include so few members. In
such classes, each student becomes more important, and each
student therefore has a more profound impact on the quality
of the class. In a small class, all the members can develop
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individualized relationships with one another' and each stu-

J;;. h"t more of an impact on each class session'

tn irrrionoL choices: A, .lurr", ger larger, rhe reliance on stu-

il;;;;;r;;ed teaching methods becomes smaller' One can

Iecture to a group;if;"" students' but such classes can also

be taught thro.tgh"di'cussion' student presentationl' small

group activities' and other methods that increase student'to-

student interaction' Many such activ-ities can be used in large

classes, as chapter i ;;;t' but such classes generally force

professors into the role of lecturer'

, T.ritu methods: Even though professors may wish to use open-

ended, essay rype tt"t t" ih"i' tlu""'' such testing methods

become unwieldy t;;; tiutt"t' When courses reach beyond

20 members' most ptofitott find themselves reaching for tests

that can be scored bY comPuters' 
-

. f,n[og"t^"nt: The intimacy tf smaller classes and the anonym-

ity of larger .tu""'-tt"ute unique demands for students' Be'

.1"t" t"*ffer ctasses are more personal social experiences'

confident ,rua"'l"- of'en enjoy the -opportunity 
to work

;i;;;i; with others' Less confident students' in contrast' mav

find the eval"ative p'""tt'"' of the small group to 
'be 

too

great. ln contrast' 'iud""t' 
in-larger classes often describe

these classe, u' t*f"'-t'al and uninvolving' yet some find

the anonymi,v of 
''Jth 

tlasses comforting' lf they wrsh to ikln
class, their "U,""t" 

*iii gn u"*i""d' lf they get-behind in

their reading, 
'tt"v 

;iii ;"' be emtrarrassed publicly Yh:"
;it;; .;;";-.t"a""'u'-'J the class discussion' if thev read the

text material casually and cursorily' their blunder goes un'

detected, for even their test scores are rarely linked to them

personallY.
t Management: Very large classe-* are more dramatic social ex-
- 

;;;i;;t, ,.d th" 'hl"t 
nt'mber of individuals gathered to'

gether p,r* '.t,'iqtti 
Jt^""at upon both the professor and the

students. Some of the most time-extensive aspects of teach-

i;;tfi." ho,trr, record keeping' make'up examinations'

tt"-fp r"rriorr,, "at'i'i"g, '"'po"iit'g 
to specific students'ques-

iio.rr--"ftiply in direct proportion to the number of stu-

dents in a class' Technical ptofl"*" too' arise as classes swell

in size 
"rra 

p,of"'*" b"to-" media specialists' photocopy

wizards, u.ra ..o'i'J to*t"t experts'. Students' too' must take

more responribiii; Lt if't"it own.learning in larger.classes'

and fewer .*t"p'io"t tan be made for them in terms of testing

procedures, missed classes' and other exceptions to proce-

dures.
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In general, larger classes require more time to plan and organize'

When a professor must give a lO-page test to 10 students' she can print

the copies she needs t" iO *it'"t"i' Btt'when the class numbers 400' she

must develop the exam f* i^ 
^at""ce 

of the day that it is needed' When

a teacher in a small class gives the wrong date for the test on Monday and

corrects the error o'-' W"di""lay' he can make a mental note to tell Juanita

since she was not it' t1*' o" fr"dt"'day' In a large class' however' such

slips cannot tr" ,o ""'if t"'*t'"a' t:Yh* tan b" do'-'e for the 50 of the

400 students who til;J;i;;' o" w"a""sdav and did not hear the cor'

rectionJ One can g'u"'" few student' u *uk"ltp test when they are sick

on test day, but *il'-;;;; ZO 
'lctt 

students? These problems cannot be

;;rt."lt u#ia"a, but planning decreases their frequency'

Consider the Students

Each year Beloit College releases a list of facts about the incoming

first-year .1"rr. fn" li"l"t^ot-"'"' that these students' if they are entering

college immediately^;i';; 'h"o 
complete high school' were born only 18

yearsbefore-andsotheirexperiencesar"."onfinedtothepast2decades.
Theseincomingstudentsbringnotjustcellphones'PalmPilots'credit
cards, and laptop JJ*ft"""' ['t "1* 

a different set of life experiences'

The Beloit co["g" iio'oi) tntinar., List noted that for these students:

r There have always been ATM machines'

r They huu"-'-'"t'"''referred to Russia and China as "the Reds'"

r There hu' "ltuy' 
been a national holiday honoring Martin

Luther King, Jr'

I Around-the-clock coverage of Congtess' public affairs'

weather t";;;^;"J rock"video' hn' ul*'ys been available

on cable'
r 'Women sailors have always been stationed on U'S' Navy

shiPs.

. They have never heard a phone "ring'"

I They never dressecl up for a plane flight'

r They h"'"-""t'"' t""i u bottle of "'White-Out"'

I "Spam" and "cookies" are no[ necessarily foods'

. Thev f""i;";;utg"' r'o* having sex and being in school

than from Possible nuclear war'

TheBeloitlistremindsprofessorsto.considertheirstudents'background
_rheir rir" "*p".i"^."r,'in"t, 

attitudes and interests, the level of prepa'

ration, rheir ethnic"it^iii;',h;; cultural backgrounds, and their goals-when

ruminating about the best ways to teach them'
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Noujce Learners or Sautl Seniors?

The matching of students with their classes is an assortive social pro-
cess that reflects students' stages of their academic careers, their personal
interests, and in many cases the requirements of their programs. As noted
earlier, students often take introductory psychology in their first year of
school, along with English, biology, history, and other general educarion
classes. Not only are these students relatively unskilled learners, but they
may also be coping with a number of personal issues related to such things
as dormitory living, establishing friendships, and even homesickness, and
so their performance can be surprisingly variable as their concentration on
the course material ebbs and flows. Such students are also the youngest
students on the campus, so the cautions of the Beloit list apply: Students
will not know what you are talking about when you mention "old" rock
grollps (they are not even called "rock groups" anymore), ancient history
(e.g., the Blll Clinton-Monica Lewinsky scandal), or long-gone television
programs (e.g., Beavls and Butthead) in your examples. In many cases, roo,
local examples do not work with such students because many are new to
campus and do not know the local lore of the school or the town or city
where it is located.

Psychoiogy Majors or l'Jonmajors?

The introductory course (and advanced courses that are particularly
relevant to other disciplines, such as abnormal psychology, industrial/or-
ganizational, and developmental) are often seruice courses for which a sub-
stantial prclportion of the students who enroll are in another degree pro-
gram that requires them to take this course. In service courses one is

teaching not only the devoted majors in the discipline, but also students
whose interests lie elsewhere than psychology: humorless biology majors,
pragmatic business students, disdainful future physicists, rattooed and
pierced art students, expressive theater majors, and so on. But many ad-
vanced courses in psychology, and the methods and statistics offerings in
particular, are populated primarily with students who have chosen to major
in psychology. Indeed, teaching psychologists have the luxury of teaching
to the choir, for the four-fold increase in psychology majors that surprised
many departments in the 1970s shows little sign of abating.

Socially Diuerse or Homogenousl

In the 1950s most college students were men in their early 20s, they
lived on campus, attended classes full time, and their parenrs were college
graduates. But over the past 3 decades, women, African Americans, His-
panics/Latinos, Asians, Pacific Islanders, people with disabilities, inrerna-
tional students, openly gay and lesbian studenrs, and those students from
families whose members have never gone beyond high school have entered
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college in record numbers. As college classrooms become more diverse,

professors must sometimes revisit their methods, policies, and course con-

tents to be certain they are appropriate for, and fair to, the students in
their classes (Border & Chism, 1992; Chism, 1999). When classes are filled
with students who range widely in ethnic, cultural, personal, and social

background, then the professor must be ready to respond positively to var-

iations in communication styles and skills, interactional and learning styles,

achievement orientation, and experience with Western culture's norms and

expectations. Moreover, and as considered in more detail in chapter 6,

diverse classes provide professors and students with the resources they need

to develop their sensitivity to diversity and individual differences.

Tr aditional or N ontr alitionall

The traditional, full-time, 18-22 year-old college student is being

gradually outnumbered by older students who are returning to school after

a long hiatus. Allen (2000) explained that teaching nontraditional students

creates challenges when planning the course for the complexity of students'

lives often rreans that they miss more classes, have less time for non'
classroom activities, and can't take advantage of on-campus resources. She

recommended exercising care when selecting readings (providing more

background for students who took prerequisite courses long ago) and when
making decisions about assignments that require students to invest consid-

erable amounts of time outside of class.

Consider the Teaching

No one assumes that lawyers can only bill their clients for time spent

in the courtroom or that an orchestra's conductor should be paid only for
performances. Yet when people outside the hallowed halls of academia

condemn professors for spending so little time teaching, they usually cal'
culate time spent teaching with a single index: How much time do you

spend in the classroom lecturing to students? This narrow view of teaching
overlooks the wide range of actions that fall under the category teaching.

Wat WiIlYou Do?

When Stark et al. (1988) interviewed faculty who were planning their
courses very few of these professors spoke of making deliberate choices

among various teaching strategies. Most assumed that they would rely on

the tried-and-true lecture method in their teaching, without giving much
thought to alternative methods such as discussion and collaborative learn'
ing procedures. These faculty make the same error that outsiders do who
complain about the "professors' cushy jobs," for they assume that teaching
= lecturing. But, in actuality, teaching requires many actions besides lec-
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turing, such as reviewing with students passages frorn the textbook or pre-
vious lectures, guiding classroom discussions, answering students'questions
in and out of class, e-mailing course material to them, posting instructional
information on the Web, and so on. Even preparing to not teach, say by
arranging for guest lecturers or by developing a colloquium series that stu-
dents attend in lieu of class, counts as teaching.

What WilI Students Do?

When developing the course, professors plan not only their own ac-
tions but also their students' actions. Will they do specific readings? Carry
out writing assignments such as term papersl Discuss material in class and
make oral presentations? Will they undertake collaborative learning as-

signments, group and individual projects, take part in service learning ex-
periences, or go out into the {ield to conduct researchl Given the limited
amount of time available during the term and students' commitments of
time and energy to any one class, the number of learning activities must
be assigned carefully. Classes with too few assignments and activities, like
work environments where workers have too little to do and too much time
to do it in (Wicker & August, 1995), are often boring, unchallenging, and
inefficient because learning outcomes that would be accomplished through
the activities are neglected. Too many assignments, though, will leave the
students, and the professor who must grade the activities, feeling harried.
A course where activities follow one after another gives the impression
that students' are completing busy work rather than meaningful educational
experiences.

What Actiuities \WiIl the Students [Jndertakel

One of the advantages of teaching a course in psychology, rather than,
say, astrophysics, is that the subject matter can be created and studied
within the confines of the classroom. Many classroom activities work by
asking students to consider their own behavior from a psychological per-

spective and may require the development of personal insight. Some ac-
tivities also make use of simulation and role-playing methods. These learn-
ing methods, when they work effectively, help students apply psychological
concepts to their own lives, get them involved in the learning process, and
challenge them to think abour themselves (Marhie et al., 1993). Publishers
often provide useful activities in the materials that they have prepared to
support their book, and the journal Teaching of Psychologl publishes and
evaluates learning activities in each issue. Indeed, Benjamin, Nodine,
Ernst, and Broeker (1999) and Ware and Johnson's (2000a, 2000b, 2OO0c)

compendia of hundreds of activities cut across all areas of psychology, in-
cluding statistics, research methods, history, physiological-compararive,
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perception, learning, cognitive, developmental, personality, abnormal, and

social. I consider the use of such activities in more detail in chapter 3.

\ll/hnt Technology and Media WiII Be Used?

Years ago, high-tech teaching psychologists prepped by ordering films

from distribution centers, sorting their slides, and changing the bulb in the
overhead projector. Tbday's high-tech professors source out audiovisual ma'
terials from films, videos, DVDs, and laser disks; update their PowerPoint

presentations; and check to see if the digital projection system in their
lecture hall has been upgraded. The well-prepared teachers of yesteryear

visited the classroom before the term started to check the microphone, the
lectern, the blackboards, and lighting, but now they need to troubleshoot
the network connection and verify that all the gizmos they want to use

were not stolen over the break. They must also consider what types of
technology their students will be using, and if they decide to use a virtual
classroom they must check their Web links and their e-mail system, and

field test any new technologies that they are considering implementing.

What WiIIYou Do to Support Students' Learning?

Some professors, anticipating that their students may have problems

with the material, plan in advance the sorts of educational support they
will provide. Some may, for example, decide to provide students with their
lecture notes, partial outlines, or skeletal notes prior to the lecture. Stu'
dents generally appreciate this indulgence, although they may skip class

more frequently if they know they can refer to the printed notes when
they study. This practice also means that the lecture cannot be revised

extensively the night before class, for students must have enough lead time
to purchase the notes from the bookstore or download them from the Web.

Some professors schedule review and help sessions before each examina-

tion, either as part of class-time or as optional outside sessions for those

who need more structure. Other forms of educational support include de'
livering lectures on study skills, encouraging students to form study groups,

holding tutorials during o{fice hours, arranging for students to meet online
before exams to review material, giving practice quizzes, and so on. Like
social support, educational support has its greatest impact when students

need it the most.

Consider the Texts

Scholars acquire much of their knowledge through reading rather
than listening. Indeed, humans' capacity to read others'words gives literate
people access to the knowledge of past generations while reducing their
dependence on oral forms of communication and information exchange
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(Stanovich, 1993; Smnovich & cunningham, rg93). McKeachie (r9gg)
went so far as to s'ggest that students learn more from their textbook thanthey do from their reacher, making the choice of t"*t, 

".,d."udi.,g, orr"gl_+" most imporranr componenrs of adequate p."p"."iir" (parsons,
19s7 ).

\What Text Should you IJse?

- when identifying a_textbook for your class, you can rurn to corleaguesfor inpur, both informally and -.r." for.nrily by readi.rg ,"rri"r^ of rextspublished in such journals as conternpor*y p:syci-rolrgy urid Teaching of psy-
clologJ (Dewey, 1999). You can also ask students to evallrate which textsthey prefer' when Britron, Guergoez, Van Dusen, Glynn, u.rJ-snu.p (r99r)
asked college students to. read ,.*, p"rr"g"s that had u""r-, pr",riousry testedfor clarity and "learnability," they^founi that the students were 95o/o ac-curate in_ their judgments, suggesting that studenrs can tell the difference
between books that they can l"u.r-r f,o- and books that will baffle them.

But McKeachie (1999) was correct when he srared, ,,iho. 
is no sub-stitute for detailed review of the competing texts for the course you areteaching" (p. 13). That review requires thu"t yo,, ot,,ri" .opies of all thetexts that you are considering by contacting the field ."pr"r"i,rrives of thepublishers, writing directly ro rhe publishers, or by using the web ro request

review_ copies. Acquiring these copies takes rime, and most college book-
stores like_ to have professors' book orders far in aclvance of the start of theterm' so the selection of a rext usualry occurs well before alr other prepar-
atory activities. Some characteristics to consider include:

r Scope, accuracy, and currency: A good text should present a
unified but comprehensive review Lf all malor topi.r'u.,d .o.,-
ceprs in the field you are teaching. The materiai itself should
be clearly presented, painstakingly ,..,r.ut", and representa-
tive of currenr thinking in the field, although u mi* if lurri.
and contemporary references is usually deslrable. A check of
the references should reveal that critical monographs andjournal articles are cited.

t Leuel: Different textbook authors write for different audi-
ences. Some write lower level books, deliberately focusing on
critical points but presenting rhe material ,o ihut students
with minimal reading skiils will be abre to .omp."h"nd it.
Others write more_challenging books, srressing a"irn oi .ou-
erage and detail. others write books that fail beti""r, th"r"
exrremes: not roo hard, not roo easy, but, like Goldilock,s
porridge, just right in terms of students' buckgrou.,J, 

"ndrheir course goals. A text's level is determined ;; ;;; pr.,
by the scope of the contents. As an author introducei more
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concepts, provides more details about research procedures'

and includes more statistical information and more chapters,

the book grows in complexity. The book's difficulty is also

determined by how easy or hard it is to read and understand

the author's writing. Reading level can be estimated by con-

sidering the length of the average sentence' the complexity

of sentence structure, and the use of longer words (three or

more syllables), but you can also precisely index reading level

with such word-processing programs as Word or WordPerfect.

A few clicks in the Tools areas of these programs indicated'

for example, that the preceding paragraph was written at the

college level, uses the passive voice 33% of the time, and is

average in terms of sentence and vocabulary complexity.

Students' background: The level of text should match the

backgrounds and capabilities of the students in your classes.

As Wolfe et al. (1998) r'erified, learning is enhanced when

the text matches the conceptual background of the student.

They found that srudents who knew very little about the

material they were studying learned the most from a basic

text, whereas more advanced students learned the most from

a higher level book.
Concepa.utl orientation: Texts can differ profoundly in terms of

theoretical orientation, and one should generally try to avoid

selecting a text that is just too different from one's own view

of the field (e.g., Rheingold, 1994).Although disagreements

with the text are inevitable, the fewer the better' both in
terms of learning and classroom relations. Adopting a text'
book and then not using it makes the top'10 list of students'

pet peeves (Ludewig, 1994).

Emphcsis on resedrch, appl.ication, and diu er sitl: Gxtbooks differ

in how much they integrate research, applications, and di'
versi[y issues. A traditional text will focus on the field's con'
cepts' and conclusions, whereas a more research-focused text
will stress how this content was generated through research.

Texts also differ in the number of pages they spend on ap-

plications and multicultural issues related to racial, ethnic,

and gender diversity. They also differ in the way they achieve

this integration. Some texts integrate this material through-

out the book, others present such information in special

boxes within chapters, and others collect this material in a

single chapter near the end of the book.

Wnting quality: A good textbook should not just present in'
formation, but also teach it thtough a clear presentation that
engages the reader (Sadoski, Goetz, & Avila, 1995; Sadoski,
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Goetz, & Rodriguez, 2000). Dewey (1999) recommended
checking the quality of the writing in 5 or 10 sections scat-
tered throughout the book. He noted that a book with an
excellent table of contents, a good sequencing of chapters,
compelling summaries, a great test bank, and up-to-date ref-
erences may nonetheless fail "at the level of individual sen-
tences and paragraphs" (p. 26). Students will learn more from
a textbook in which the authors replace wordiness with crisp
sentences that use the acrive voice; pepper the text with vivid
examples that touch on topics with which readers are already
familiar; help the reader grasp the overall organization of the
chapter by clearly signaling its structure with headings, sum-
maries, and transitions from section to section; varv their sen-
tence and paragraph structures appropriately; and create co-
herent paragraphs that make one or two points ciearly.
OrgcmiTation: A good textbook should be well-organized, both
in its ordering of chapters and in the ordering of material
within chapters. Tiue, if the book's materials are nor ordered
they way you want them to be, you can always ask students
to read them in the order your prefer (e.g., Rheingold, 1994).
But assigning entire chapters at a time, and also following the
order of the chapters exactly, is less confusing for students.
Telling students to "read the next chapter" is far simpler than
having them check the syllabus or lUeb to find out where to
go next.
Pedrtgogy: Textbooks contain elements designed to help the
reader remember the material. These pedagogical elements
may include the use of boldface for key terms, a glossary,

learning objectives, chapter preview, chapter summaries, re-
view questions, embedded self-assessments, boxed material,
graphs and charts, summary tables, annotated readings list,
and suggested activities.
Ancilknies: Most publishers provide the professor who adopts
their books with an array of supporting material, including
suggestions for additional classroom activities, lecture ideas,

information about resources available on the Internet, and
extensive test banks.

Should You U se Readings?

When sudents read the textbook only, they study only one psychol-
ogist's description of the {ield, or what Rheingold (1994) called "resrless
thought distilled into static outlines" (p. 36). But when they read arricles,
they are exposed to many styles, approaches, and orientations. Readings,
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too, require students to organize the material themselves and make deci-

sions about importance, meaning, and implications. One must, however,

select papers carefully, for students cannot grasp the meaning of the article
if they lack statistical training and a substantial vocabulary. Not all un-
dergraduate students can, for example, read a Psychologlcal Reuiew afticle
and glean the essential points. Articles published in the field's research

journals can also be narrow in focus, so the yield for the student who labors

through the work may be rather meager. Banyard and Grayson (1999)

suggested testing each candidate for the reading list with these questions:

r Does it have star qualityl
r Does it stimulate students' questions?
r Does it stimulate ideas for practical work?
r Does it raise contemporary issues?

r Do the studies illustrate a range of psychological methods?
r Do the studies illustrate a range of psychological ideasl
r Do the studies illuminate the lives of a wide range of peoplel

Problems can arise, however, in simply getting the outside readings

to students. Copyright laws have made it more difficult for faculty to create

packets of readings, and in some cases university libraries will not even
place photocopies of articles on reserve for fear of running afoul of U.S.

copyright laws. Some academic publishers will create a customized package

of readings, provided your classes are sufficiently large to justify the cost of
production. Alternatively, if you are willing to use someone else's collection
of readings, then you can adopt an edited volume, such as Forty Studies

that Chrmged Psychoiogy (Hock, 1999). Last, some journals, such as Psycho-

Iogical Science, permit the use of their contents in educational settings pro-

vided your university's library subscribes to the journal.

Consider the Assessments

Well-prepared professors usually know what kinds of tests and scored

assignments students will be completing during the 12 to 16 weeks of the
term. The possibilities are nearly limitless; [ests may include examinations,
quizzes, mke-home tests, and pop quizzes, and scored asslgnments may in-
clude reaction papers, book reviews, article summaries, term papers, re'
search reports, journals, and group projects. Assessment planning requires

a series of difficult choices about number, timing, and type of tests and

assignments that generate opportuniries but exact costs as well (Walvoord

& Anderson, 1998).

Number of Tesrs and Assigtments

The term's procession of education2l svsnl5-its lectures, discussions,

activities, and assignmsnl5-is punctuated by tests. As chapter 4 notes,
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tesls serve as explicit milestones that break up the months of continuous
study and so provide a clear deadline that forces students who would oth-
erwise procrastinate to review what they have learned. Tests also yield
feedback for students about their progress toward their learning goals, with
grades functioning as powerful morivarors for all kinds of useful behaviors,
such as studying, atrending class, taking notes, and reading the text. Be-
cause of these motivational bene{its, frequent tests on smaller amounts of
material are generally more desirable than infrequent tests on masslve
amounts of material (Dempster & Perkins, 1993). Although a mid-term
and linal may be sufficient for high-level courses where srudenrs are self-
motivated and sufficiently skilled learners, the srructure of tests may be
needed to keep students who are less adept on task. Indeed, some sysrems
of instruction, such as Keller's ( 1968) programmed learning with integrated
feedback, require constant self-testing.

The general warning against "too much of a good thing" applies to
tests, however. Frequent testing keeps students on task, but too frequent
testing distracts them from the ultimate goal of learning. Instructors who
stress tests, evaluations, and grades over all else produce students who are
striving to earn a particular grade rather than to learn the course material
(cf. Harackiewicz, Barron, & Elliot, 1998). Professors should also describe
the nature and purposes of assessments carefully, because even evaluations
described as achievement tests serve as extrinsic motivators, whereas tests
described as feedback mechanisms srress intrinsic motivation (Ryan, Mims,
& Koestner, 1983). Students who are told that a grade of A means they
are doing well in a subject respond to the testing better than students who
are told that the A is a reward for working hard (Miller, Brickman, &
Bolen, 1975). Frequenr tesrs may also creare high levels of comperition
among students. Although introducing competition among srudents is a
popular way to prompt them to expend greater effort, comperition may
focus students' attention on winning, to the extent that they eventually
conclude that "leaming something new" is not nearly as important as "per-
forming better than others" (Ames, 1987, p. 134). Tests also take class
time away from other activities, with the result that the nore one resrs,
the less one lectures, leads discussions, presents demonstrations, and so on.

Timing of Tbsts

Most professors schedule their tests to maximize morivational impact,
but they do so within the constraints imposed by the rerm's calendar of
class meetings and holidays. Every term has unique sysn15-lgligious hol-
idays, big football games, basketball tournamenrs, rush week, homecomrng
revelries, vacation breaks, and so on-and the ideal resting schedule works
around these events. When tesrs are scheduled on the day after such
evenls, the results are often disappointing, for if students must choose be-
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tween taking part in campus events and studying, their extracurricular in'
terests generally frump their curricular requirements. Few students will, for

example, use their spring break to study for their psycholggy exam that is

scheduled for the day they return to campus, so scores will be better if the

assessment is taken before rather than after the break. As Duffy and Jones
(1995) noted, professors frnd that their classes go more smoothly-and
students learn more easily-when their tests and teaching activities are

consonant with the naturally occurring rhythms of the semester.

Type of Tests

Studenm' achievement can be measured in many ways, but in most

cases rhe choice boils down to rwo basic options: choice.type (CT) tesrs and

supply-type (ST) resrs. Tests that use multiple'choice items, true-false ques-

tions, and matching are choice-type tests, for students must select the cor-

rect answer from a list of alternatives. Short- and long-answer essay ques-

tions and fi11-in-the-blank items ask students to supply the answer to the

question posed. Chapter 4 considers some the strengths and weaknesses of
these two basic approaches to measurement, but this choice is often driven

by practical considerations rather than pedagogical ones. Because supply-

rype tesrs musr be hand-graded by either the professor or a well-trained

assistant, the time demands they impose become too great in large-

enrollment classes.

Cumulntiqte Tests

Dempster and Perkins (1993) suggested that learning is more durable

when cumulative testing methods are used. A cumulative mid-term ex-

amination and cumulative final examination, for example, cguld be offered

in addition to smaller, unit-specific individual tests. The more cumuiative

the testing program, however, the greater the retention rates students show.

Rohm, Sparzo, and Bennett (1986), for example, found that students who

were rested weekly outscored students who were tested biweekly, but that
students achieved the very best scores when all the tests were cumulative

-when 
each test contained items dealing with the current material but

also items testing the understanding of material from previous units.

Cumulative testing methods require, however, that more time be

spent reviewing the results of tests with students. When students will be

confronting the material again in the near future, they expect and deserve

clear feedback about the items that they answered incorrectly. Because this

review can be both time-consuming and contentictus when conducted in

an open-class discussion, many instructors prepare standardized feedback

informarion thar can be distributed to all students. This feedback identifies

common problems as identifred by the test results and alerts students to

which learning objectives will likely be tested on future examinations. Such
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feedback procedures also reduce the need to return the actual examination
items to students. Control of items is less of an issue for professors who use

short-answer and essay tests, but instructors who reuse choice-type items
each year may find that their items begin ro lose validiry if they rerurn the
tests to students to use in preparation for cumulative frnals. These old tests

often become part of the test files maintained by campus groups (e.g.,

fraternities), giving members of such groups an unfair advantage over stu-
dents who do not have access to the old tests.

Some type of heavily weighted examination at the end of the course
is usually needed, even if it is not cumulative. This final examinarion, in
addition to being required at many universities, also prevents rhe moti-
vational crash that can occur when students' work during the final weeks
of class has little influence on their grades. If, for example, students' grades

are based on a series of five equally weighted examinations, and the test
given during finals week is just the fifth test, students whose prior four rests
have virtually locked them into a particular grade will disappear during
one-lifth of the class.

Dropping and Making Up Tesrs

Because of circumstances both within and beyond their control, stu-
dents sometimes miss tests. Although some professors tell students that no
make-up tests will be given, these same professors must then bend their
policies for students who have excuses from their physicians, who are re-
quired to take part in institution-sponsored activities (i.e., sports), or who
are experiencing life events that psychologists recognize as extremely dis-
tressing (e.g., death of a loved one). Rather than simply installing a rigid
policy that punishes students who miss examinarions, many professors es-

tablish student-centered make-up test policies rhat include (a) advance
notification of the absence, (b) a time-limit for taking a make-up tesr, (c)
the location and time of the testing, and (d) the type of test to be given
(e.g., multiple-choice, essay, true-false). They also share their rationale for
their policy with their students so that the system is viewed as a fair,
nonarbitrary one (Whitley, Perkins, Balogh, Keith-Spiegel, & Wittig,
2000).

Some professors avoid the problems associated with make-up tests by
letting students drop their lowest test grade when computing their final
score in the class or by counting another test (or the final) twice. Such
procedures, however, likely reduce the overall level of student learning.
Grabe (1994), for example, compared the performance of students who
could drop tests to students who could not. He found that scores on in-
dividual tests were lower, overall, when students' grades were based on a

subset of their tests, although the impact on final examination scores was
not signilicant. These findings nonetheless suggest that studenrs may not
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prepare as diligently when they know that they can drop a test score' The

hliirrg, 
"1ro 

und"rr.ore the importance of having a cumulative final ex-

aminaiion when using such methods. A "nondroppable" cumulative final

prevents srudents \vhl ur" satisfied with their grade based on the earlier

t"rt, fro* skipping class entirely during the final segment of the term be-

cause they will drop that test anyway.

PoP Quizzes

Few instructors would be shocked to learn that students sometimes

come to class unprepared: They have not reviewed their previous session's

notes, read the text material assigned for the day, or spent much time

ruminating about the issues and concepts under consideration. One way to

increase preparation is to put students on a variable'interval reinforcement

schedule by giving rhem unannounced quizzes (Burchfield & Sappington,

2OOO). Thorne (2-000) administered quizzes regularly' and found that they

were useful for (a) giving srudents feedback about their studying (or lack

of); (b) desensitizing them to rhe resring process; (c) sharing samples of

the types of questions on the major course exams; (d) gathering feedback

about 
-areas 

where students are having problems; and (e) increasing their

level of prepararion for class. Ruscio (2001) reported increasedpreparation

in classes when he quizzed students with questions that would be easily

answered if they had read the assigned materials'

Nl*o (2001), however, argued that random quizzing may increase the

level of anxiety of the class and is in some respects inconsistent with one

of the mosr revered principles of education: Diligent, deliberate studying

is essential to learning. Nitko (2001) wrote:

Some teachers advocate "surprise" or "pop" quizzes. Their reasoning is

ofren some vague norion that a good student should always be prepared

toperformoncommand.Thisseemstobeanunrealisticexpectation
of students. Teachers, for example, make lesson plans and prepare to

teach these lessons in advance. They are often resentful (and rightfully

so) if aske<l to teach a class for which they have not had su{licient

time to prepare. (P.311)

Ni*o (2001) also noted that such quizzes could harm the grades of students

with special learning needs and concludes they should never be used to

punislr a class that is not obedient or falls behind in its reading.

Consider the Policies

A classroom, like any group, develops norms: consensual standards

that describe what behaviors members should and should not perform' A
classroom's norms, however, are often deliberately manipulated by profes'

sors who hope that they can create normative structures that are consistent
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with, or even supportive of, scholarship and leaming. They do so by de-
veloping policies and letting students know the consequences of violating
their policies.

Is Attendnnce Required?

College students are adult learners, so many instructors feel that stu-
dents should be given the right to miss classes without being penalized.
But students learn more when they attend class. Lindgren (1969), for ex-
ample, reported that students who performed poorly were frequently absent
from class, whereas most of the successful students rarely missed classes.

These findings offer compelling support for an attendance policy that will
prompt students to attend even when they would prefer not to. Students
should also be urged to arrive on time and remain in class until i$ end
unless the class is a very informally structured one (e.g., a recitation sec-

tion, independent study).
A strict no-skip policy can, however, creates both organizational (roll

must be taken, excuses for missed classes processed) and instructional
(classes filled with unprepared, uninterested students) complexities. Sleigh
and Ritzer (2001) therefore recommended reducing absenteeism by increas-
ing student motivation rather penalizing students for non-attendance.
Their recommendations, which included reducing the overlap between in-
class lectures and the text, are considered in more detail in chapter 2.

\X4wt Is Yow Acafumic Integrity Policy

Virtually all colleges and universities have an academic integrity pol-
icy that describes the kinds of activities that are considered inappropriate,
immoral, or punishable (e.g., plagiarism, cheating, destruction of materials).
In preparing for class, you should familiarize yourself with your university's
code and let students know that you will enforce the code. Students must
also, in some cases, be reminded about common courtesy and classroom
civility. Although discourteous actions may not qualifu as actionable under
the code, some behaviors are considered to be so rude, distracting, or dis-
turbing to others that they create tension in the classroom-and you may
wish to ban them.

Whot Special Considerations Apply to This Class?

Students should be warned about any unique, unexpected, and po-
tentially irritating aspects of the class. If, for example, you expect students
to use e-mail to do some of their coursework, then thev should be told of
this requirement. Some psychology courses deal with very sensitive topics,
including personal adjustment, sexuality, and abnormality, and students
should be warned about subject matter that they might find personally
upsetting.
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Should" Students With Special Needs Contact the Professor/

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 require colleges and universities to provide
academic adjustments or accommodations for students with documented
disabilities. Students seeking academic adjustments or accommodations
should be invited to identify themselves as soon as possible so that adjust-
ments or accommodations can be arranged.

SHARING THE PLAN

Professors'plans for their classes are what Miller, Gallanter, and Pri-
bram (1960) called shnred pubhc pl"ans. Unlike private plans executed by
single individuals, public plans usually call for the integration of multiple,
interlocking plans. This integration requires communication among all
those individuals who play roles in the execution of the shared plan. Most
public plans are also more elaborate than private ones. A private plan can
remain vague and protean, but public plans must be "prescribed in great

detail because an attempt has been made to obtain optimal, not just sat-
isfactory performance" from each person who is part of the plan (Miller
et al., 1960, p. 100). Professors can achieve this communication and spec-

ification of their shared plan in two ways: by writing a syllabus and by
carefully presenting that syllabus, and the overall plan, to the class at its
lirst meeting.

The Syllabus

A syllabus was originally a very concise list of the topics that would
be covered by a lecrurer during a protracted course of studies. In time,
though, the syllabus has evolved to include all sorts of basic information
about the course. Different schools and departments have varying standards
about the course syllabus and its contents, but a syllabus is usually consid-
ered a contract that defines professors' and students' responsibilities. A
syllabus forces professors to share their private plan: lt "compels you to
publicly reveal your previously well-concealed assumptions. In other words,
it makes explicit that which was implicit" (Appleby, 1999, p.20). Table
1.4 describes some of the categories of information included on a syllabus
and summarizes the preceding analysis of course planning.

Professors may not include all of these categories on their syllabus,
and students may not pay much attention to all of them, either. As Becker
and Calhoon (1999) discovered when they surveyed students about syllabi,
students pay the most attention to information about assessment, especially
the dates of the exams and when assignments are due. They take less notice
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TABLE 1.4
Types of Information supplied to students in a Typical course syllabus

Subject Questions answered

Instructor

Course descrip-
tion and goals

Course topics

Teaching and
learning
methods

Textbook and
readings

Activities and
assignments

Grades

Policies

Sources ol
support

Calendar

Academic integ-
rity policy

Special issues

What is your name and what should students call you?
Where is your office, and do you hold office hours?
What is your educational, research, and teaching background?
What are the overall goals for this course?
How does this coursJcontribute to general educational

goals?
What are the specific goals?
What should students know when the course is over?
How will this course chanoe them?
What topics will be covere? in this course?
Why these topics?
Why this order?
What are the prerequisites?
What methods (lecture, discussion, seminar, tutorial) will be

used to teach this material?
Will the course make any unusual demands on students

(e.9., heavy writing requirements, use of technology, spe-
cial projects)?

Why are these methods being used?
What textbook will be used?
Will other reading assignments be made?
Why were these texts chosen?
Are these primary or secondary sources?
What types of learning activities and assignments will be

made?
Will papers be required?
What is their purpose and how will they influence grades?
How will student progress be measured?
ls the grading criterion-reference or norm based?
How much is each activity and test worth?
Can tests be dropped?
ls the final examination cumulative?
What is the attendance and test make-up policy?
Do you have any other special policies or expectations

about the class?
Any extra credit?
Will you hold review sessions prior to examinations?
Are the lecture notes or the outline available?
Will students be given the opportunity to form study groups?
Does this institution have academic support progr-ams that

students can use if they encounter academic problems?
When are the assignments due and when should readings

be completed?
When are the tests?
When will vacations occur?
What is the timetable for covering the various topics?
What type of academic integrity policy is in force at the uni-

versity?
How is this policy applied in this class?
What special considerations apply to this class?
Should students be warned about material and activlties

that they might find objectionable?
Should students with special needs contact the professor?
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of general course information, withdrawal dates, and the titles and authors

of readings. First-year students were more interested in prerequisites than
were continuing students, and they were also more concerned about sources

of academic support and location of course materials. Nontraditional stu-

dents attended to the syllabus' description of course goals and the readings,

but they were not as concerned about holidays and penalties for late work
and honors infractions. All students do expect, however, that professors

will honor the syllabus as they would a contract. Hence it is important to
include, somewhere on the syllabus, a statement that explains that aspects

of the course may be changed if unforeseen circumstances arise, and that
these changes will be announced before they are iniriatetl.

The First Day of Class

Asch's (1946) classic studies revealed a primacy effect when perceivers

form impressions of others; Initial judgments influence subsequent judg-

ments even when subsequent information contradicts these initial infer-

ences. Asch's findings remind the teaching psychologist to take full advan'

tage of the ambiguity, excitement, and potential of the first meeting with
a class (Babad, Kaplowitz, & Darley, 1999; Widmeyer & Loy, 1988). That
day comes but once, and it is an opportunity to be seized, a chance to do

far more than simply take roll and disseminate information about the text
and test. Hilton (1999, p. 118), who has taught classes with as many as

1,200 students, wrote: "l firmly believe that I win my class or lose them in
the first 15 minutes, and 50 years of person perception research supports

that belief." The first day of a class is the ideal time to (a) give a clear

introduction to your course that includes information about yourself, your

goals, and the nature of evaluation; (b) set the norms and tone for the

classroom; (c) motivate students by arousing their interest, involving them
in the learning process, and displaying your enthusiasm for the course ma'
terial; and (d) correct any misperceptions or inaccurate social norms that
pertain to the class.

I dentifl ing C our se G oals

Students do not always know why they are taking your course. Per'

haps it is required, the only one open, or a course they have always dreamed

of taking. The {irst day of class is the time to let them know what is in
store for them, so their expectations are in line with reality. Reviewing the

goals as listed on the syllabus provides clear information about lozr goals,

but it may not help them identify their goals. One way to stimulate this
goal analysis is to carry out a simple ice-breaking exercise like the one

described by Angelo and Cross (1993). Working alone or in groups, ask

students to identify five critical goals they hope to accomplish in the ciass.
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Pool their goals in through a class-wide discussion, and contrast their goals
with the ones on the syllabus. Students, by the way, generally do not like
to perform such icebreakers on the very first day of class. Instead, they
prefer to get out of class early after the professors have reviewed the goals

of the course and details about the exams, assignments, and grading meth-
ods (Perlman & McCann, I999a). The first day of class, though, is a unique
teaching opportunity that should not be squandered by concentrating ex-
clusively on logistics and requirements.

Se*ing the Tone

Instructors vary in their approaches and methods, and courses vary
in dif{iculty and demandingness. On the first day, students are busy search-
ing for information that helps them understand where you stand with re-
spect to their in-class behavior (taking notes, arriving on time, showing
deference, participating in discussions) and out-of-class behavior (home-
work, amount of time to spend studying). They also want to know what
you are like as a person. You can help them get a clearer understanding of
you and the class by adopting the behavioral style that you will take for
the entire term. If you hope to start class on time, start the first day on
time. If you will keep the class to the very end of the hour, do the same

on the first day. You should also begin to build a relationship with your
students by disclosing personal information about yourself, gathering some
information about them, and responding to their questions.

Moavanng the Students

Students are not always excited about plunging into a new area of
study, so a little motivational packaging on the first day never hurts. Al-
though many professors simply review the syllabus, explain how grades will
be determined, or install their policies about absences and make-up tests,
others mke the opportunity to highlight the stimulating intellecrual tasks

to be accomplished, pique students' curiosity, challenge traditional views,
and hint at inconsistencies to be resolved. Instead of spending the entire
session dealing with procedures and logistics, they instead consider such
basic questions as "\7hy take this course?" "What will people learn by the
end of the course?" and "How does this course relate to fundamentally
important personal and scientific goals?"

C on e c tin g Mi s under s trmdin gs

Students often enter psychology courses with a set of expectations
about the course and its content, and in many cases these expectations are
inconsistent with reality (Friedrich, 1996, 1998). They may assume that
the introductory course will concentrate, almost entirely, on psychological
dysfunction. They may think that psychology courses will demand little of
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their time, for psychology is not as difficult as such "real" sciences as physics
or chemistry. They may assume that their instructor, as a psychologist, is a
compassionate individual who is willing to listen to their personal problems
and give them therapeutic advice. The first day of class is an excellenr
time to prepare them for the realities of the class: the topics to be covered,
the procedures to be used, and the amount of time they can expecr ro
spend each week in and outside of class.

One myth that is common on many campuses-psychology courses

are easy-should be debunked but not so sharply that students' rosy ex-
pectations are transformed into dire prophecies. Positive expectations, even
if somewhat unrealistic, facilitate performance. Students who "think they
can," in comparison to students who "think they can't," work harder on
class assignments, take a more active role in their learning by asking ques-
tions, learn more material, and come ro thlnk of themselves as high achiev-
ers (Harris & Rosenthal, 1986). However, students also need information
about the types of behaviors they will need to engage in to achieve desired
outcomes and the amount of time they must spend on the class. The old
standard, "Look to your left, look to your right: By the end of the term
these people will have dropped out of this class with failing grades," is

likely too strong-it will create negative expectations that might interfere
with performance. But some type of base-rate information such as a chart
of the disribution of grades from prior sections of the course should be

sufficient to help students calibrate the class's demands (Forsyth & Mc-
Millan, 1991).

A FINAL SUGGESTION: USE BEST STRATEGIES

Where do plans come fromJ Miller et al. (1960) pondered this ques-

tion before concluding, "probably the major source of new Plans is old
Plans. !7e change them around a little bit each time we use them, but
they are basically the same old Plans with minor variations. Sometimes we
mav borrow a new Plan from someone else. But we do not often crea[e a

completely new plan" (p. 177).So this year's syllabus looks very similar to
last year's syllabus. New professors base their teaching on the way they
were taught. Professors use familiar assessment methods, give lectures from
ancient yellorved notes, and forget to try anyrhing new. The old plan be-
comes the template for all future plans.

Miller et al.'s (1960) warning about the power of old plans to shape

new plans suggests that professors, before they rush to write the syllabus,
sequence the topics, and craft compelling lectures, should take a little time
to consider the general strategies that will guide their teaching. Rather
than rely on the values provided by the default program, they should review
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those strategies and consider replacing them with alternative, innovative,
and possibly more effective ones.

'What alternative straregies should they consider? Although no one
has succeeded in forging the de{initive guide ro teaching, Chickering and
Gamson's (198i) Seuen Principles for Good Practice in IJndergraduate Edu.
cation is a reasonable place to begin the search for alternatives. Chickering
and Gamson, working with a select group of experts in higher educarion,
developed a set of principles that they believe defines "effective practice"
in college teaching. They considered developing an exhaustive, compre-
hensive listing of factors identified in prior research, but in the end they
heeded the wisdom of Miller's (1956) magical number 7 4 2 and opted
for a shorter, more memorable list. Their final product, the Seuen Principles,
does not focus on content, for it assumes that good professors know which
rheories to teach, which skills to nurture, and which findings to push into
students' memories. Instead, the Seo,en Principles focuses on the way in
which the content, skills, and knowledge of rhe course are taught to stu-
dents. As shown in Thble 1.5, students will be able to reach their learning
goals more efficiently and completely if professors creare learning environ-
ments that are "active, cooperative, and demanding" (Gamson, 1991,
p.5).

Student-Faculty Contact

The Seuen Principles argues rhat "frequent student-faculty contacr in
and out of classes is the most important factor in student motivation and
involvement" (p. 4). When in the classroom, professors who use good
practices build rapport with their students by learning their names, an-
swering their questions, coming to class early to chat with them, and re-
maining after class to listen to their ideas and comments. When outside
of the classroom, effective professors are willing to talk to students when-
ever they encounter them, on the sidewalk, by the faculty mailboxes, walk-
ing to the commuter parking lor, or even in the checkout line at the local
grocery. This student-faculty contacr may center on psychology, but it
should also include discussion of students' career interests, values, asprra-
tions, and personal inreresrs. Indeed, Pascarella (1980) found that discus-
sion of art, music, politics, literature, and {ilm has a more profound impact
on students than discussion of topics within the professors' realm of psy-
chological expertise.

Cooperation Among Students

The Seuen Principles suggests that professors, when planning their
courses' learning activities and grading procedures, should include elements
that require students to work in collaborative, positive ways. Professors
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TABLE 1.5
A Summary of the seven Principles of Good Practice Developed by

Chickering and Gamson, 1987

Principle Behavioral indices

Good practice encourages
student-facultY contact:
Frequent contact in and
out of classes

Good practice encourages
cooperation among stu-
dents: Collaborative,
noncomPetitive learning
in small grouPs and
student-to-student net-
works

Good practice encourages
active learning : Teaching
methods that require
more than Passive listen-
ing and note taking from
students

Good practice gives
prompt feedback: As-
sessment of baseline
knowledge, frequent test-
ing of progress in learn-
ing, and global assess-
ment of educational
outcomes

Good practice emPhasizes
time on task: Setting aP-
propriate time demands
and helPing students
learn to manage their
time

Good practice communi'
cates high exPectations:
Setting reasonable but
high standards for
achievement

Remembering students' names
Involving students in lab and field research proj-

ects
Taking students to conventions, regional confer-

ences
Disclosing personal values, when appropriate
Attending student-sponsored events
Mentoring and informal advising
Encouraging self-disclosure to one another
Facilitating the formation of study groups
Assigning grouP Projects
Usin'g pe-ei eval uation technique.s when g rading
Teaching through group discussion
Promotirig student-to-student tutoring/teaching
Grading 

-by criteria and not by interstudent
comParison

Requiring class Presentations
Assigning papers and projects that promote

critical thinking
Asking students to integrate contemporary

eve-nts with course material, discussing real-

life cases, etc.
Assigning term projects and independent stud-

ies
Involving students in research
Giving quizzes and homework assignments
neturniig examinations and papers within a

week
Providing feedback to students early in the

term
Writing comments on exams and papers
Pretesting students
Calling oi e-mailing students who miss classes
Estabiishing deadlines for completing assign-

ments
Discussing course demands with students
Helping students set challenging goals
Eniouiaging practice runs before oral reports
Stressing self-regulation, studying, and atten-

dance
Meeting with students who fall behind
Warning students about time commitment to

the course
Stressing high standards of achievement
Establishing performance expectations orally

and in writing
Heloinq students set challenging goals
fxitaiiing penalties for missed or late work
Assigning writing
Calliig alention in class to excellence by class

members
Table continues
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TABLE 1.5 (Continued)

Principle Behavioral indices

Good practice respects di-
verse talents and ways
of learning: Providing a
variety of learning experi-
ences and assessment
options

Encouraging questions
Discouraging off-task, divisive comments
Using a variety of teaching methods
Discussing the contributions of women and mi-

nority psychologists
Developing and using alternative teaching

methods
Exploring students' backgrounds, learning

styles, and outlooks

should not abdicate all instruction to the students, but the more they share
the work of teaching with their students the better. Psychology srudenrs,
in particular, are often thirsting for opportunities to expand their inter-
personal skills and so welcome cooperative elements such as peer teaching,
small-group activities, student mentoring and counseling, and joint proj-
ects. The drawbacks associated with collaborarive learning methods, which
are discussed in more detail in chapter 3, can be avoided by allowing
students flexibility in their choice of work parrners and establishing stan-
dards that regulate each student's contriburions.

Active Learning

The Seq.,en Principles questions the heavy reliance on lectures as the
default method of instruction in many college courses, favoring instead the
use of methods that require an observable response from the learner. Even
professors who do not agree with Chickering and Gamson's (1987, p.5)
sweeping salvo at lectures ("students do not learn much just sitting in
classes listening to teachers, memorizing pre-packaged assignments, and
spitting out answers") still build nonlecture learning activities into their
courses: activities and assignments that require students to respond cog-
nitively, behaviorally, and even emotionally ro rhe material. Such activities
include independent study projects, writing assignments, speeches, involve-
ment in research, preparation of papers and posters for conferences, analysis
of data, simulations, demonstrations, case discussions, debates, and so on.

Prompt Feedback

Even though college students have years of experience in learning
settings, many of them are still unable to calibrate rheir own learning; they
do not always know when they have learned material and when they have
not. Students also are not sufficiently skilled in regulating their time and
motivation, so they need external goals to punctuate and validate their
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work; tests, exams, and other forms of feedback. As Sorcinelli (1991, p.

19) concluded, "immediate, corrective, and supportive feedback is central
to learning." The Seven Principles pushes this point even further by rec-
ommending pretests prior to beginning of a course of study and occasional
global reviews of goals and progress toward those goals.

Time on Thsk

Studies of the relationship between time spent in teaching, learning,
and studying generally support the Seq.,en Principle's position on the mindful
management of time in and out of the classroom (e.g., Cotton & Wike-
lund, 1989; McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1986). As professors' ser

about planning their course, they must carefully sequence the topics and
activities, allocating time to each goal depending on its complexity, the
depth of coverage, and the topic's importance. The Seq.,en Pnnciples also

suggests that professors let students know how much time the typical stu-

dent will need to allocate to the class and its activities, and even provide
help to students who are woefully inadequate when managing their time.

High Expectations

Research on students' perceptions of their instructors, which chapter
8 reviews in some detail, has suggested that professors who set challenging
goals in their courses do not necessarily create headaches for themselves
and indignation among their students (e.g., Cashin, 1988). Instructors who
set high standards for students are rated more positively than easy graders,

so long as they grade fairly and provide students with the resources they
need to reach their preferred outcomes. High expectations, even if un-
realistically positive, can also set in motion social and psychological pro-
cesses that will increase the quality of professors' teaching and students'
learning (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Wright, 2000).

Respect Diversity

Teaching psychologists, as psychologists, are enjoined by the APA
code of ethics to recognize and respect differences in their students. They
should be aware of, and adapt their teaching practices as needed to take
into account "cultural, individual, and role differences, including those due

to age, gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sexual orientation,
disability, language, and socioeconomic status" (APA, t997, p. 1599). They
should, then, consider their audience when they plan their teaching, and
when possible include topics, materials, and activities that mesh with their
students'backgrounds, interests, and goals (Puente et al., 1993). The Secren

Principles suggests that skilled professors, when faced with great diversity in
the students they teach, cope by using a wide array of teaching methods.
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